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Mission

Act as the tip of the spear 
for facilitating commercial, 
industrial and residential 
economic vitality in the 
City of Warner Robins.



Key 
Initiatives

§ Developing in the Watson 
Boulevard Tax Allocation 
District (TAD) to increase 
economic vitality of 
Downtown Warner Robins

§ Attracting Developers for 
Downtown Hotel and 
Conference center, 
Multifamily and Lofts, Light 
Industrial, Office, Retail, and 
Entertainment District

§ Increasing capital available 
for development and business 
growth

§ Coordinating Infrastructure 
improvements to support 
economic development

§ Leveraging the economic 
engine of Robins Air Base

§ Making it easier to develop in 
Warner Robins

§ Increasing workforce housing 
and student housing to 
support the Colleges and 
Universities

§ Partnering with VECTR to 
support veterans training and 
housing

§ Developing a Resiliency 
Action Plan

§ Promoting tourism, 
conferences and conventions
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>50,000 Students in Warner Robins Region



Economic Development Partners



Long standing industries in community
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Our Focus

New Jobs  and 

Companies

New Technology and 

Aviation-Related Jobs

Increase in Property Value

New Affordable 

Workforce and 

Student Housing 

Units

New Recreation 

Facilities, Parks and 

Greenspace

Collaborate with 

Higher Education to 

Attract Industry and 

Students

Support Tourism 

and Conference 

Trade



ØPopulation-416,751
Ø Median age 33
Ø Age 18-39- 109,983
Ø Age 40-59- 107,359 

ØEducation
Ø High school graduation rate 87.6%
Ø 100% of our teachers are deemed Highly Qualified by the Georgia Department of Education

ØMean travel time to work- 22.2 minutes
ØCommunity and county showing significant growth – one of fastest growing in 

state
ØHousehold income median $53,000

Regional Demographics



Economic Development Promotion

Website & Logo 
Design
Ø Develop a responsive new 

website that provides ease of 
navigation, and design promoting 
Warner Robins Incorporates a 
brand indent that is compelling 
and consistent. 

Ø Creation of a new logo / visual 
identity that captures the values 
and mission of the authority

Ø Prepare artwork mechanicals and 
templates for all print and 
electronic media

Developer Days
Ø TAD Developer and Retailer Day
Ø Georgia International Industrial 

Park Developers Day
Ø A2D City Fiber Vendor Day
Ø A2D City Fiber Business Mixer

Presentations
Ø Georgia Department of Economic 

Development
Ø Robins Regional Leadership
Ø Fickling Real Estate Brokers
Ø Seyfarth Shaw Conferences
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Short-Term Plan

City Fundamentals
Ø Create an internal Development 

Working Group
Ø Engage stakeholders and create 

an external Economic  
Development working group

Ø Define the Develop marketing 
and business attraction strategy 
along with incentives 

Goals
Ø Priority initiatives -4 Key project 

areas - infrastructure, downtown 
redevelopment, student housing, 
business attraction 

Ø Innovation and Improvement -
Economic development working 
group, Public-Private Partnership for 
Economic Development, 
coordination of existing authorities

Ø Legislative agenda - Policy 
objectives at local, state and federal 
levels

Ø City’s assets, history and 
opportunities

Strategy
Ø Narrative, analysis and business 

case
Ø Recommend organizational 

structures and coordination 
process

Ø Match economic strategy options 
to target sectors and 
infrastructure needs

Ø Identify transformational projects 
and initiatives
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Long Range Planning 

Economic 
Development 
Ø Create internal City Development 

Working Group

Ø Compare possible structures for 
coordination among the economic 
development authorities / entities

Ø Develop budget and identify 
funding and revenue streams

Ø Engage with Georgia Department 
of Economic Development and 
Development Authorities within 
the region

Infrastructure
Ø Review needs assessment and 

planned infrastructure 
improvements

Ø Analyze City budgets and 
revenue sources

Ø Identify financing options and 
funding sources

Ø Examine Georgia P3 laws and 
regulations

Ø Develop a matrix of proposed 
infrastructure solutions by type

Downtown and
Industrial
Ø Review the industrial and 

business clusters and jobs data 
for the Houston/Macon Bibb 
region

Ø Expand Brownfield programs to 
promote redevelopment for 
industrial job centers

Ø Commission Housing Market 
Study 

Ø Prepare pro forma development 
plan for potential industrial and 
business park development and 
attraction
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Range of Project Delivery Methods
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Source:  World Economic Forum and PWC- Strategic Infrastructure - Steps to Prioritize and Deliver Infrastructure Effectively and Efficiently, 2012, p. 78. 
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Potential Project Cycle Risks

46 Steps to Prepare and Accelerate Public-Private Partnerships

3 Structuring a Balanced Risk Allocation

3.3 Risk Allocation 
and Mitigation

Infrastructure projects are almost inevitably 
risky. The risks arise at each stage of the 
project’s life cycle (see figure 28) and have 
to be divided carefully between the public 
and private sector partners of the PPP. 
If the allocation is misjudged, that could 
have severe consequences – on the one 
hand, inadequate incentives for the private 
contractor; on the other, bankruptcy or 
costly bail-outs.

The allocation of risks between the public 
sector and the private sector often tends to 
follow a generic pattern (build, operations 
and maintenance to the private sector, site 

risk and select “macro” risks to the public 
sector). But the detailed distribution will vary 
from time to time, according to the project’s 
distinctive circumstances.

To achieve well-balanced and customized 
risk allocation, the project’s promoters 
can divide their work into three broad 
sections: identifying and assessing the risks; 
determining the party best able to manage 
the risk; and reassuring investors by taking 
measures to mitigate and share risks. More 
specifically, the tasks and responsibilities 
that the promoters need to carry out are:

Identify and assess all possible risks 
inherent in the project throughout its life 
cycle – and make them transparent.
– Within a reasonable budget and time 

frame, conduct a wide-ranging preview 

of the project to anticipate all possible 
risks, including unconventional risks. 
For instance, leverage checklists, 
apply scenario techniques, host expert 
workshops, and review earlier cases.

– Create a risk register or matrix, 
systematically identifying all risks 
– not just those related to design, 
construction, financing, operations and 
maintenance, but also political and 
“macro” risks, such as inflation, floods, 
new tax laws, emerging technologies or 
new spatial developments.72

– Classify each risk as either continuous 
or “digital” (one-off), and evaluate all the 
risks identified in terms of their likelihood 
and their potential impact.

Figure 28: Potential risks along the project’s life cycle 

All potential risks along the project cycle have to be identified

Note: This list of risks is for reference and is not necessarily exhaustive. While it covers the typical and major risks, many risks are specific to the project circumstances.
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— Availability of site (land acquisition/rights-of-way), quality of site (geological conditions, 
existing asset condition), zoning permits 

— Inadequate planning, substandard design vs user requirements, lack of system integration, 
delayed construction permits, delay in PPP approval  

— Delayed environmental permits, environmental constraints for construction and operation, 
stakeholder opposition, costs of social and environmental mitigation  

— Time delays, completion risk, cost overruns, quality issues, sub-contractor 
underperformance, untried and complex technologies, design change requests 

— Lower demand than forecast, higher price elasticity, network interface risk, revenue collection risk 

— Higher operating costs, maintenance costs, labour costs and commodity prices  

— Refinancing availability, borrowing rate risk, counter-party and government sponsor risk 

— Changes in regulated prices, competition, sector framework, taxation 

— Breach of contract, expropriation, currency inconvertibility, no profit repatriation  

— Operational inefficiency, system underperformance, reduced asset availability and 
capacity, service interruptions, innovation risk 

— Changes to economic growth, population, demographics, industrial development, interest 
rates, exchange rates, inflation 

— Natural or man-made events, e.g. earthquake, flood, hurricane, civil war, riot, crime, strike 
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Site risk 

Design risk 

Environmental and 
social risk 

Construction risk 

Commercial risk 

Operating cost risk 

Financing risk 

Regulatory risk 

Political risk 

Performance risk 

Macroeconomic risk 

Force majeure 

Determine the party best able to manage 
the risk, and allocate the risk accordingly.
– Allocate the risk to the party that is 

best able to control the likelihood of 
occurrence, to limit the risk’s impact, 
and to absorb the risk at the lowest 
cost. To make this allocation accurately, 
analyse the risk’s correlation to other 
risks, and the private sector’s ability to 
pass the risk on (for example, through 
insurance, sub-contracting or hedging). 
Also, study the skills and tools that 
the candidate contractors have to 
manage each identified risk – that is, to 
minimize the likelihood and impact of 
the risk (for instance, through project 
management or technical solutions such 
as earthquake-resistant construction).

– Start with the accepted and common 
standards of risk allocation (see above) 
and evaluate the need for project-
specific adjustments. For example, if 
demand is affected by policy decisions 
(such as urban planning, gas tax 
rates, or complementary government 
infrastructure), the demand risk should 
be assigned to the public sector. But 
if demand can be influenced strongly 
by the concessionaire’s marketing or 
operations, the risk should be allocated 
to the private sector.

– Assess the implications of transferring 
risk from the public sector to the 
contractor, i.e. the increase in cost of 
capital and its effect on the project’s 
bankability.

– Consider the limits of risk allocation. 
Often, risks have to be bundled – that 
is, allocated in groups – as the cost of 
identifying and allocating each individual 
risk is excessive. So in practice, only 
a few particularly significant risks are 
separated from a bundle of risks and 
singled out for specific allocation 
(for example, geological risks would 
be treated separately from general 
construction risks). And bear in mind 
that risk transfer to the private party 
is mostly limited by that party’s equity 
exposure. 

Source:  World Economic Forum and The Boston Consulting Group - Strategic Infrastructure - Steps to Prepare and Accelerate Public-Private Partnerships, 2013, p. 46. 
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The P3 Process - Public Sector 

q Defining the Project and Investment Decision
q Procurement Decision
q Value for Money Analysis
q Integrated Recommendation
q Project Funding and Affordability
q Procurement Strategy
q Implementation Plan
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Public Project Drivers

q Economic - attract or retain economic activity and investment
q Fiscal - revenue generation, risk reduction, cost management
q Technological - efficiency, conservation, safety
q Social - change in demand, demographic changes
q Environmental - reduce impacts of government operations or public activity
q Legislative - new regulations, new laws
q Programmatic - infrastructure for new or existing public program 
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Public Risk, Private Risk, Our Risk

q P3 method transfers and allocates risk to appropriate party - it does not 
eliminate the project cycle risk

q Pay for performance / incentivizes innovation
q Operations & Maintenance (O&M) are included in project scope and budget
q Discipline and rigor around defining requirements are essential
q Investors see infrastructure and public facilities as a class of assets
q Sharing of costs, risks, responsibilities, and economic returns is attractive to 

capital markets



Capital –
Private 

(90%) and 
Public (10%)

Developer

Municipality / 
Stakeholders

The Capital Gap

1
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Infrastructure - #1 Driver of Real Estate Investment

1
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Infrastructure and Economic Development

Ø IMF finds that a dollar of investment increases output by nearly $3

Ø Warner Robins needs long-term budgeting for infrastructure that recognizes 

benefits as well as costs

Ø Projects should be approved with reasonable speed

Ø The government can contribute by supporting private investments

2
0

“In a time of economic shortfall and inadequate public investment, there is for once a free lunch – a way for 

governments to strengthen both the economy and their own financial positions – infrastructure 
investment.”

- Lawrence Summers, former Secretary of Treasury - Financial Times



TAD Development Opportunities
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Ø Champion the Watson Boulevard Tax Allocation District (TAD) to 
increase economic vitality of Downtown Warner Robins

Ø Solicit Developers for 
Ø Downtown Hotel and Conference center
Ø Multifamily and Lofts
Ø Office and Retail
Ø Entertainment District
Ø Light Industrial

Ø Expand available housing product options to include workforce 
housing, lofts, condos, and townhomes in the downtown area 

Ø Encourage development of student housing to support the Colleges 
and Universities





City Fiber – A2D Key Benefits to Warner Robins, GA

Ø Fiber City – 1Gbps+ 
Ø More secure, economical and efficient City WAN operations and ownership.
Ø Attractive to Tech/Manufacturing Industries, Professionals & Entrepreneurs
Ø Enables enhanced at-home digital learning & telehealth services 

Ø Smart Utility Integration – Remote Metering, Enhanced Public Safety, Smart Lighting, etc.

Ø Intranet – Distance Learning, Telehealth, Workforce Dev, Virtual Classrooms
Ø Directly connect with Tier 1 Universities and Fortune 1000 Industries  
Ø Directly connect with Municipal, State and Federal Agencies – .gov, .edu, etc.

Ø Direct Connect with Warner Robins AFB – securely linking base & city resources.
Ø Direct connect fire & public safety resources.
Ø Direct connect to contractors and vendors on/off base.
Ø Direct connect to veterans to critical on base resources.

Ø Consumer Choice – Open Private Network allows for Multiple providers.
Ø Quality services at lower cost – Internet, IPTV, VoIP, Netflix Direct, etc.
Ø Flexible payment plans – Month-to-Month, Credit Challenge, etc.

Ø Revenue Share from broadband expansion for Economic Development. 

Development Authority of the City of Warner 
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Pennrose Wall 
Street Project

90 units workforce rental housing in 
phase I
90 additional units in phase II
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Pennrose Wall 
Street Project

20 townhomes +
commercial/retail
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Partnering with VECTR to provide cost-free 
housing to active duty & veterans while  
attending training

Pennrose Wall 
Street Project

Development Authority of the City of Warner Robins
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N ew  580-acres 
Industria l/m ixed 

use 

A ccess to  m arket 
– proxim ity to  

Interstates, 
regional and 
international 

a irports, deep 
ports

A dditional 300+ 
acres ad jacent to  

be rezoned 
industria l

Georgia International
Industrial Park
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Partners in Innovation 



Vantage 
Development

Pines at Westdale
Multi-family
180-units
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§ 11.2-acre linear park 
§ 4-acre site for parking

Walk at Sandy 
Run Park

Development Authority of the City of Warner Robins
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Ø 50 acre world class fire 
training center

Ø ~ 50 acres available 
for development

Foy Evans Industrial 
Park
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Donald S. 
Walker Business 

Park

D evelopm ent Authority of the C ity of W arner Robins
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Ø Owned by RDA
Ø Planned landscaping 

and wayfinding 
improvements

Ø ~40+ acres of 
available sites



Warner Robins Convention & Visitors Bureau

Development Authority of the City of Warner 
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Ø Supports 2,040 jobs in Houston County
Ø Generated $225.1 million in direct tourism spending
Ø Created $9.1 million in state tax revenues
Ø Generated $6.6 million in local tax revenue
Ø Each Houston County household would need to be taxed an additional $291 per 

year to replace taxes generated by tourism economic activities

Warner Robins, Houston County Tourism

Development Authority of the City of Warner Robins 3501/04/18



Site Assets

S i t e

p o r t u n i t s

a n d C o n t r a i t



Site Constraints

S i t e

O p p o r t u n i t ie s

a n d C s t a i n t



Potential Interim Uses

Art Precinct Festival Space Recreational Amenities

Nursery Raised-Bed Agriculture Bamboo Forest



MAPPING  
CULTURAL 

ASSETS

story telling  
visual surveys 

mapping

CREATIVEPLACEMAKING
STEPS TOOLS EXAMPLES

DECIDING  

WHAT’S  
IMPORTANT

community mtgs  
history

social media

SETTING  
PRIORITIES

surveys  
open houses  

council

CREATING AN  

ACTION PLAN

community mtgs  
social media  

business alliances



CULTURE
DEVELOPMENTSTRATEGIES

EVEN TS / FESTIVALS

BRAN DIN G

ART

PLACES

DesigningaWaterfrontTrailinSequin,TX

Farm/ArtDTour,Reedsburg,WI

WestFest

Ely, MN



LIGHTER QUICKERCHEAPER

PO P-U PS

“IN TERW H ILE” U SES

EX PER IM ENTS

LOCAL TALENT

Montezuma,NewYork(pop.1,277)-MuralPaintingProgram

FergusFalls,MN(pop.13,138)BureauofUrbanExperimentation

BetterBlockinOakCliff,TX

Shoshone,ID(pop.1,482)-CrossRoadsMercantile



Coordinating the Authorities

Development 
Authority of the City 
of Warner Robins, 
Georgia (DAWR)
Ø Primary Economic Development 

arm of the City of Warner Robins 
citywide

Ø Promotes Public-Private 
Partnerships (P3) for economic 
development projects

Warner Robins 
Downtown 
Development 
Authority (DDA)
Ø Responsible for Downtown 

development in the the City

Ø Redevelopment agent for the Tax 
Allocation District

Warner Robins 
Redevelopment 
Agency (RDA)
Ø Responsible for redevelopment of 

an area of the City that has 
experienced disinvestment

Ø Military Zone is part of the RDA 
footprint
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2018 Goals

Successful 
Completion of Active 
Projects

Ø City Fiber
Ø Pines at Westdale opening
Ø Construction start on Pennrose 

Wall Street Project

Economic 
Development 
Advisory Committee

Ø The Committee should make up the 
core of the future board of the new 
economic development entity (this 
reinforces buy-in and connects the 
funders to the strategy)

Ø Subcommittees or Task Forces should 
focus on issues such as 
legislative/policy changes, incentives, 
special programs, workforce 
development, etc.  

Kickoff of New 
Projects

Ø Georgia International Industrial 
Park

Ø Renovation of Donald S. Walker 
Business Park

Ø Renovation of CVB Visitors 
Center and Economic 
Development Office
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APPENDIX





Current Successes - New Industries & Expansions 
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Thank you!
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Warner Robins is growing because of smart partnerships!
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- DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
- DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
- REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
CITY OF WARNER ROBINS, GEORGIA

Charles Whatley, Advisor



DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR – DAWR, DDA + RDA
CITY OF WARNER ROBINS, GEORGIA

Gary Lee, Director


